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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to explore effective factors on development of Iran’s caviar exports. The survey information is collected from books and journals. Assumptions checked base on data collected from a questionnaire. Data is analyzed with SPSS software and One-sample t-test method. Sample consists of 50 experts and exporters of caviar that chooses with random sampling. We find that familiarity of the Exporters with exports principles, Introducing nutritive and treatment value of caviar to the goal markets, foreign investment absorption, Proper processing and high quality of caviar, Diversification in the packaging capacity of caviar based on consumer’s purchasing power and Having good political relations with other countries increase export caviar but Producing farmed caviar by other country decrease Iran’s caviar exports. This paper will provide important factors that will essentially help to develop export of Iran’s caviar and create a good condition for this industry.
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1. Introduction

Economic development is one of the important goals of each society in the world and economic growth is one of the basic factors in order to gain this goal. Many factors cause economic growth but in economic studies export are the most efficient tool to achieve economic growth (Francis et al., 2007). Researchers and the diplomats of Iran found out the importance of exports as an important and efficient strategy for economic development. In this regard, the government’s economic reform programs are developed and implemented. Iran’s Economic sensitivity to changes in oil world markets and fragility in the face of foreign pressure has led to consider diversification in exports by the government and emphasize on Non-oil export development strategy. In Iran Non-oil, products are produce in a variety of goods including agricultural, Industrial products, minerals and handicrafts (Mojaver, 2009). Among of non-oil Products, agriculture goods is a significant factor in economic development and growth. Dependence of agriculture production to the internal sources such as human and natural sources makes agriculture sector more important. Agricultural products of Iran are exporter in a variety of goods including nuts, raisins, saffron, dates, cotton, skins and caviar (Dashiti et al., 2010). Caviar as a luxury and expensive commodity has an important place in the export products of Iran and has high economic value. Having 2700 kilometers sea border in the north and south of the country and wide facilities and resources, are the advantages of Iran in producing caviar. Appropriate depth and good temperature of the Caspian Sea are causes growing the best caviar fishes at the south of Caspian Sea and its coast.

Investigating the trend of Iran’s caviar production and its exports show decreasing exports of this product in recent years, But Iran’s experience in the production of caviar, Iranian caviar quality and high prices in global markets has caused adding value of this export product. Therefore, investigate effective factors on development of Iran’s caviar exports are necessary and can improve its position in the export sector. However, unfortunately up to now, no operational research has been taken in this regard and lack of information has been felt in this area. This study will attempt to identify and analysis these factors and finally presents strategies for increasing the exports of this product.
2. Caviar and Its Value in Nutritive and Treatment

Caviar is sturgeon eggs that are not fertilized. Caviar is a delicious breakfast and is used separately or mixed with other foods. Most of people eat it with egg yolk or small onions, and others eat it with the aromatic vegetables with small pieces of bread and butter. Root of Caviar word is Persian and means ovipositor. Caviar word is common English and Persian. In Russia, the products obtained from fish eggs are called Ikra and Ikura, is the Japanese term used for caviar. Fishing and processing caviar in Iran has a long history, so that Ancient Persians in 3000 BC was familiar with the nutritional value of caviar and they processed and used it (Sternin & Dore, 1993).

Caviar is a nutritious food and Full of useful materials for growth and human health. Caviar consumption can recover the person lost energy in major surgery and infectious diseases (Sternin & Dore, 1993). Caviar consumption can also reduce the effects of anesthesia of surgery and is useful in the treatment of rickets (Bledsoe et al., 2003). Natural Caviar has 16 to 39 percent protein (Murad & Rasco, 2005). These are high quality and variety of proteins including 73 types of proteins such as phenylalanine, valine, tryptophan, methionine, leucine, lysine, and threonine. These proteins are essential and the human body cannot manufacture them (Keyvanshokooh & Vaziri, 2008). Caviar is rich in vitamins A, D, B1, B2, B12, C, E and consumption of it facilitates Metabolism and helps to produce amino acids, fats and carbohydrates and facilitates Growth and recovery of body’s cells (Bledsoe et al., 2003). Caviar also has essential minerals for body such as iron, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, calcium, magnesium, zinc, Manganese, lead, cadmium and copper (Wang et al., 2008).

Another useful compound of the caviar is unsaturated fat. Unlike Saturated fats, consumption of unsaturated fat is useful for the body and is necessary for body growth and health. Lack of unsaturated fat in the body can cause serious complications such as skin, gastrointestinal, neurological disorders and brain dysfunction. The highest amounts of caviar unsaturated fats makes up omega-3. This combination is essential for the functioning of the body and prevents the increase of blood cholesterol and cardiovascular disease. Omega-3 also increases calcium absorption and facilitates Calcium Sediment in bone tissue and As a result, helps prevent osteoporosis. This material is effective in the treatment of depression, dry eye, obstructing blood vessels and reduces the incidence of breast, ovarian, prostate and gastrointestinal cancers (Badiani, 2002).

However, due to decreased production of natural caviar, farmed caviar consumption has increased but this kind of caviar has less nutritional value. Research has shown that the amount of protein, calories and fatty acids in farmed caviars are less (Gessner et al., 2002). Moreover, extract of caviar from Sturgeon requires them to reach maturity, which includes long time (12-8 years); also the high cost of farmed these fishes, has led to use regular fish eggs such as salmon fish and lumpfish to produce farmed caviar by producing countries. Using these kinds of fishes reduces produced caviar quality. Also due to the use of chemical colors and flavors in producing this type of caviar its consumption is harmful to the body (Sternin & Dore, 1993).

3. Sturgeons

One of the most valuable aquatic species is caviar fishes. These fishes that are called fish Dice and fish cartilaginous are from fish family of Sturgeons, which their Origin and background refers back to about 150 million years ago. Until the past few centuries, sturgeon were scattered around of the world but nowadays, their generation has decreased and its fishing and processing has been limited to the Caspian Sea (Pikitch et al., 2005).

Among the 27 species of sturgeon, five major species live in the Caspian Sea included: Huso hus fish, Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii percicus, Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii Colchicus, Acipenser Nudiventris fish and Acipense rstellatus fish the extracted caviar of these fishes is original caviar and Among these, Beluga caviar which extracted from Huso Hus fish has the best quality and the highest price (Altuga & Bayrakb, 2003).

3.1 Huso Hus Fish

Russian name of this fish is Beluga But due to its large size and face similarity to the elephant this fish is known as elephant fish in Iran. This fish is the only carnivorous fish in its group and is the biggest fish in the Caspian Sea, which has the best quality of caviar extract. The fish stature is about a half feet to over four meters and weigh of typical size of these fish is between 40 to 300 kg but some samples with 1400 kg weight and age of 100 years were caught. This species spawning time is once in every two or three years and adult age is between 16 and 18. Number of Huso hus fish egg varies depending on the size of fish and normally are between 150000 to 2500000. The fish eggs have a diameter between 3.6 to 4 mm and are the world’s most expensive caviar (Aghbaie & Falahati, 2008).
3.2 Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii Percicus

Another name for this species is ghar-boroon and this Turkish name means the black nose. This species is also known as the Iranian sturgeon. Acipenser perculius fish is bigger than Acipenser gueldenstaedtii fish. Its darker color and White spots on its back differentiate it from Acipenser gueldenstaedtii fish. Extracted caviar from Acipenser perculius fish has lower quality than Huso huso fish. Acipenser perculius fish weight is about 60-130 kg. Its normal length is 1 m but observed over 2 m. Spawning time of this fish is in ages of 12 to 14. The number of fish eggs is between 70 to 800 thousand eggs and their size is between 1.5 to 3 mm. Eggs of this fish have golden brown color (Kohneshari & Nakami, 1996).

3.3 Acipenser Gueldenstaedtii Colchicus

Chalbash is another name of this fish. It is among the species that found throughout the Caspian Sea. Extracted Caviar from this fish is also called a Golden and is ranked third in terms of value. Its adult age is between 12 to 16 years. The numbers of its eggs are between 70 to 800 thousand eggs, which sizes are between 1/5 to 3 mm. These fishes length are 1 to 2 meters and their weigh are 60 to 100 kg (Eshternin & Doreh, 1993).

3.4 Acipenser Nudiventris Fish

This fish also called Ship fish. Usually these fishes are migratory fish that they come to Iran beaches due to spawn. They spawn in the catchment area of rivers of the Caspian Sea. Ship fish lifetime is equivalent to 30 years. Its adult age is between 10 to 14 years. Number of Acipenser Nudiventris fish eggs is between 200,000 to 1.3 million and its diameter is between 1.5 to 1.75 mm. Extracted caviar of this fish doesn’t have high quality and is ranked fourth in terms of value (Eshternin & Doreh, 1993).

3.5 Acipenser Stellatus Fish

This fish also called Sevruga. Extracted Caviar of this fish is the smallest and darkest one. Some experts believe that it is the most delicious caviar. Length of this fish is between 1 to 1.5 meters and its weight is lighter than other fishes. This Fish becomes maturity in age of 8 to 12 and its number of eggs is between 20 to 362 thousand units. This fish’s eggs are tiny, and between 1.2 to 2.5 mm in diameter and have a dark gray color (Vosoghi & Behzadi, 1995).

Naturally, sturgeon fishes spawn once a year after reaching maturity. By increasing lifetime, the gap between periods of their spawning is increasing too. They lose their spawning and Fertility potential at old ages. In fact, one of the reasons of caviar scarcity and Exclusive is late puberty and long period between spawning and maturity (Bledsoe et al., 2003).

4. Processing of Caviar

Processing of caviar is the scientific technique that needs high creativity and skill. There are a variety of materials and different caviar processing ways to produce high quality and Market friendly products. Different methods of processing refer to different caviar processing techniques such as salting, temperature, humidity of Caviar and concentration of salt solution (Gessner et al., 2002).

Processing of Caviar begins with fishing and extracting eggs from fish abdomen. To consider on maturation of fish and ovarian maturation is important in fishing. Fishing immature fish and using immature eggs in caviar production leads to reduce quality and quantity of caviar production. In the past, extracting eggs from fishes were led fish to die. But today by using Caesarean method we can avoid it. In this method, eggs are extracted from fishes by doing surgery and fishes are thrown back to the sea when the recovery is complete. After extraction, the eggs are screened to remove scar tissue. Using good tools and experts in ovary screening will reduce eggs injuries and damages. Salting is next step in this process, which is too important. Salting effects on amount of slimy of internal egg liquid. This slimy is one of the most important superior indicators of Caviar quality. Salting method, salt Purity, and amount of used salt are factors, which determine slimy of caviar. Using Gross salt at this stage can cause the growth of fungi and other microorganisms that are resistant to salt in the caviar. The amount of salt used in caviar determine by maturation of eggs and period of salting. After salting, the excess moisture of eggs is gotten and the final product will be ready for packaging. Caviar’s Moisture level is the determining factor in quality of the caviar. Getting excessive moisture causes drying of the caviar and sticking eggs to each other. High Moisture also causes accumulation of Latex at the bottom of the container and reducing Persistence of caviar (Johannesson, 2006).

Packaging is one of the important factors of producing food. Appropriate packaging will facilitate marketing and increase sales of caviar. Consideration to the target market in caviar packaging and the package shape and size will help to increase sales of caviar (Aghdaie, 2009). Now Iranian caviar is packaging in containers of 100, 200,
300, 600, 1800 gram. High price of caviar and high capacity of these packages causes price increasing and decreasing of sales. So considering low capacity packages and low sales price can increase caviar consuming between low-income people and increasing sales.

5. Exports

Export is the simplest and most common method for creating and developing foreign markets which Based on production volume and export policies, are done by one of two direct and indirect methods. In indirect methods, export is done without participation of producers and developing export companies of origin countries. The direct method is to sell the product directly to the importer or buyers in the foreign market and transactions are done by distributors and dependent agencies of the company (Kantapipat, 2009). Although indirect method is less costly and less risky but failure to control the market by producer causes fundamental problems such as sold through inappropriate sales channels and inadequate advertisements. Compared with the indirect method, direct export is more costly and risky but Due to the elimination of intermediates is more Profitable (Aghdaie, 2009).

Export trend in last century shows change position of Iran between caviar exporters. In the first half of the twentieth century due to lack of refrigerated transport industry, Iran could not export caviar and Iranian caviar was widely purchased and exported by the Soviet Union. The state of being fished and processed in the mid-twentieth century, and development of transportation industry and cooling industry, in these years Iran could obtain ability to export high quality caviar and entered to the world market As the second largest exporter of caviar after Russia (Eshternin & Doreh, 1993). After the Soviet collapse in 1990, Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan entered to the caviar export market and became known as the largest exporter of caviar after Iran. Nowadays Iran, Russia and Kazakhstan dominate on world caviar market, and Iran is known as the biggest exporter of natural caviar (Pikitch et al., 2005).

According to statistics data, the amount of caviar trade between 1998 and 2004 was about 1,324 tons, in which Iran with 465 tons, Russia with 138 tons, Kazakhstan with 95 tons and Azerbaijan to export 35 tons was known as the largest exporters of natural caviar. Versus Europe Union, the United States and Switzerland’s was the largest caviar importers in the past year and 81% of the natural world’s caviar is exported to these countries. Among the EU countries, Germany and France are allocated the highest volume of imported caviar and most of their imports were from Russia and Iran (www.traffic.org).

![Figure 1. Caviar’s words export from 1998-2009](source: www.cites.org)

By reducing Sturgeon, the rate of natural caviar trade is declined at international level. Amount of caviar production between 1998 and 2009 was 1730 tons that reached from 309.8 tons in 1998 to 80.5 tons in 2009 (Figure 1). Investigating export of caviar in recent years reflects unpleasant condition of this industry and reducing of caviar export. As shown in Figure 2, Iranian caviar exports decrease from 110 tons in 1998 to 1.8 tons in 2009. Germany, France, Italy, Japan, UAE, Luxembourg, Spain and Belgium are major importers. Among these countries Germany has been the largest importer of Iranian caviar in the past few years. The export method to these countries is through an auction (www.cites.org).
The main reason of reducing the natural caviar export is decline of the Caspian sturgeon population. Overfishing, destruction of rivers, entering the municipal wastewater and agricultural pesticides to the Caspian Sea and increasing industrial pollution are the factors that have caused this decline. Therefore, in order to preserve the sturgeon population, CITES secretariat determines new laws regarding the quotas export of caviar and sturgeon fishing every year, and communicated to the Persian Gulf states (Raymakers, 2002). Refers to the popularity and quality of Iranian caviar and positive actions taken by Iran in the field of conservation and restoration of sturgeon stocks, Iran is allocated the largest export quota in the past few years to itself, so that, in 2006, the Secretariat has set export quotas only for Iran (www.cites.org).

Reducing of natural caviar exports, increasing demands for caviar and increasing caviar price create suitable condition for production and export of farmed caviar. The first step in the production and export of this caviar has been taken by Russia and Germany (Williota et al., 2001). Nowadays, Germany, Russia, America, Italy, France and China produce farmed caviar for trade (Bledsoe et al., 2003). Statistics data also showed an increased export of farmed caviar in international markets that the production of 0.72 tons in 2002 reached to 35.5 tons in 2008 (Fig. 3).

6. Competitiveness

Common mean of competitiveness is ability to produce products with high competitive power in international markets (Cho et al., 2008). Traditional trade theorists believe that competitiveness of countries is for gaining appropriate capital, labor and natural resource. According to theory of absolute advantage of Adam Smith, countries export products that it can produce with less cost. David Ricardo believed that countries allocate their resources to the industries which have higher productivity in compared with other industries (Porter, 1990). Michael Porter’s in 1990 published his book with title of “The Competitive Advantage of Nations” and
presented his Diamond of competitive advantage model. In this model, unlike traditional approaches, a set of conditions and factors affecting the competitiveness is considered. This model has two variables, internal and external variables. Internal variables include corporate strategy and structure, related and supporting industries, production conditions and demand conditions while external variables are government and chance (Cho et al., 2008).

Despite the comprehensiveness of porter’s diamond model, this model has been criticized and reviewed by researchers. One of these reviews is the Double Diamond model (Rugman,1991). Contrary to Porter’s diamond model, which focuses only on the domestic environment; Double diamond model includes international issues and is applicable in the global market (Rugman & D’Cruz, 1993). Another review of porter’s model is nine factor model presented by Cho and Moon in 2000. They considered four other human variables in addition to Porter include: workers, policy makers, entrepreneurs and professionals, Although Porter’s diamond model consider human variables; nine factor models also separates the physical variables from human factors and provides a clearer view of competitiveness. Government in Porter’s diamond model is considered as an external variable While in the nine factors model as an internal variable that can affect the international competitiveness of industries.

Iran’s caviar industry is an industry with a long history of export –oriented. The industry with the potential capacity of 500 tons of caviar in year has, the largest, most modern and most extensive network of production and supply and includes proliferation center, fishing, processing, sale and researching centers. Caviar industry is directly managed by government and the mother specialized agricultural company has responsibility for fishing, processing, sale and export of caviar. Having 40 Fishing centers, 30 processing centers, and 6 proliferation and release centers, This Company manages fishing and processing operation in Gillan, Mazandaran, and Golestan provinces. Now the government is trying to increase the participation of the private sector in the caviar industry and to attract foreign investment. Having Appropriate Depth and water temperature in Iran’s coast, Iran has prominent position in fishing and farming sturgeon in a thousand kilometers of coastline of Caspian Sea. Iran’s caviar industry is also benefiting from the expertise, professional workers, laboratories, research centers, and good technology, which create a competitive advantage in producing caviar for Iran. Iran also is known for having the best caviar in the world and has high strength in competitiveness.

The economic value of caviar has caused natural caviar producing countries try to create new markets and increase sales and lead fierce competition among them. Now the Iran, Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan are the world’s producers of natural caviar. The competition between Iran and Russia for access to Europe and America markets is strong. High Quality of Iran caviar has led America, Germany, and UK to import largest amount of natural caviar from Iran and that Iran’s competitors are trying to increase their share of the market in these countries. Reduced supply of natural caviar and its high price have caused increase of farmed caviar in the markets. Now Germany, America, France and China are the main producers of farmed caviar. Although farmed caviar as competitor of natural caviar causes Fluctuations In caviar markets, but Iran caviar preserves its position in global markets.

Another important point in the competitiveness is governments’ role. Because governments’ intervene in the political, economic and social affairs known as a major force influences industry in competitiveness. Economic relation, political agreements and cooperation between Caspian Sea basin countries are important factors than can help to improve industry of caviar.

7. Research Background

Shyam and his colleagues (2004) examined effect of globalization on export performance of Indian fisheries. The survey results show that globalization reduces the volatility and competitiveness of producers and exports of fishery products. The results also showed that microbial and bacterial contamination, and quality problems will reduce its exports

Kagawa and Bailey research (2006) studied the relationship between the importer companies of shrimp in Japan and its exporters in Thailand and Vietnam. The research results showed that the financial, technical, information and equipment assistance between the countries have many advantages for them and bring stability to the market, reduce sudden changes in market and increase quality and exports of products.

Boughanmi and his colleagues (2007) due to identify key variables affecting export performance and aim to Oman’s fisheries export have done research in this country. The survey results showed that Recognition of market and cultures, customs and tastes of consumers is beneficial for exporters to utilize good situations. This study also showed that the product quality, product variety, the top management experience and familiarity with export procedures could improve the performance of export companies.
In a study done by Husseini and his colleagues (2008), comparative advantage of Iranian caviar has been studied between 2000 and 2005 and export target markets of Iranian caviar have been prioritized by screening and numerical Taxonomy methods. The research results showed that in all these years Iran has comparative advantage in exports of caviar. Also the process of screening introduced Japan, South Korea, Oman, France, Norway and the numerical taxonomic process introduced Sweden, Germany, South Korea, England and Cyprus, as the best option to export caviar.

Yu and his colleagues (2008) examined shrimp exporters performance that exports to American market between 1991 and 2007. The survey results showed that during this period, competition among exporters has increased and small exporters increased their level of expertise and knowledge to enhance their competitiveness. These results also showed that exporters have changed their export Structure and focused on products that have a competitive advantage.

Allison and his colleagues (2009) examined the impact of climate change on national economy in fishing industry. The results showed that in countries where the fishing was main source of food, employment and exports, climate change might have a negative impact on their economies. Also, having more ability to adapt with climate change cause less negative influence their economies so they can have stronger economic.

Papavassiliou (2009) examined distribution system of fishery products in Greece in his research. The survey results showed that transportation and maintenance method was not suitable. High production costs, poor quality, inappropriate pricing and improper payments terms have reduced products sale. This survey also showed that marketing elements of distribution is effective in competitiveness and managements’ Attitudes and companies’ properties affect these marketing elements of companies.

Shinoj and his colleagues (2009) have examined fishery products exports in India. Their research results showed that health and quality regulations and technical barriers of trade have reduced the country’s exports. The lack of adequate infrastructure and lack of processing, packaging and products grading equipments reduce production ability and cause difficulty for fishery products exports.

Marta and Ferre (2009) reviewed the effect of export-oriented aquaculture on development of developing countries in their research. The survey results showed that the aquaculture industry is a beneficial business and is useful for economy of countries. Aquaculture industry on one hand, increase exports and economic growth of countries and on the other hand, improve quality of people life by increasing the food safety of people.

8. Methodology
Because we try to resolve one practical problem in the real field, this research is an Applied Research. Also because research examines the characteristics of a population base on sampling of individuals and tries to Analysis and processing the data for the judge about population this research is a descriptive-cognition research. The survey information is collected from books and journals and assumptions checked base on data collected from a questionnaire. Questionnaire designed by researchers that have 25 questions with five selective choices, between the most and the least. The statistical sample of research includes fifty experts and exporters of caviar in companies’ producer and exporter in Gillan and mazandaran province. Random sampling method was used and 90 questionnaires were distributed. SPSS software and One-sample t-test has been used for analyze data.

9. Hypothesizes and Finding
In this section we try to test hypothesizes by presumption statistics method (t test). Results are shown in Table 1.

9.1 First Hypothesis

\(H_1: \text{Familiarity of the Exporters with exports principles is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.}\)

As shown in Table 1, significant level (0.0007) is less than 0.01, so with the possibility of 99%, the hypothesis is accepted. Using inefficient method of exports and lack of knowledge regarding modern methods cause reduction in share of Iran’s caviar export market, therefore increase awareness and knowledge of Exporters about Advanced methods of receiving and payment of money, Customs regulations, shipping procedures, economic variables affecting on export and new rules and procedures in export and marketing Can help to increase exports of caviar. Training classes, Print books and Magazines in the field of export, employ of educated people in Export Corporation, hold seminars and conferences in the field of export, introduction successful corporation, and Cooperation of export corporations with universities and scientific organization helps to Familiarity of the Exporters with new knowledge and exports principles.
Table 1. Results of T test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with exports principles</td>
<td>1.892</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing nutritive and treatment value</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign investment</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification in the packaging capacity</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper processing and high quality</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good political relations</td>
<td>2.525</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producing farmed caviar</td>
<td>2.581</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.2 Second Hypothesis

**H₂**: Introducing nutritive and treatment value of caviar to the goal markets is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

As shown in Table, Base on analysis of data, with the possibility of 99%, this hypothesis is accepted (sign= 0.0004 ≤ .01). One of the most important factors that majority of the people are considering in food products is their nutritional and beneficial values for their health. Considering to the high nutritional and treatment value of caviar, Increase public awareness about the nutritional value and health benefits of that can be used to create tend to consume in people and increase sale, Also market’s awareness from superior nutritional and health value of natural caviar compare to farmed caviar can help to strengthen the position of Iran in global markets. Producers and Exporters can Show benefits of caviar by publicity, Magazines and packs tag and increase public awareness.

9.3 Third Hypothesis

**H₃**: Foreign investment absorption is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

As shown in Table 1, significant level (0.0051) is less than 0.01, so with the possibility of 99%, this hypothesis is accepted. Due to the special position of Iran’s caviar production, foreign investors are interested to invest in this industry. Foreign investment is one of the best solutions for financing the projects related to the caviar industry and can helps regarding entering the new technology and science for increasing the fishes and production, Familiarity with foreign markets and expands exports. Therefore, protecting investors, Creating security and investment opportunities and conditions for foreign companies, can motivate them to increase investment in Iran.

9.4 Fourth Hypothesis

**H₄**: Diversification in the packaging capacity of caviar based on consumer’s purchasing power is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

Because significant level (0.0002) is less than 0.01, with the possibility of 99%, this hypothesis will accept (Table, 1). One of the characteristic of Iranian caviar is the price of that, which is high. World economic crisis in recent years has reduced people’s income and reduced buying caviar, therefore packed caviar in containers with high capacity caused the price of caviar high and only restaurants, hotels, wealthy people can afford to buy, so we lost many people of market who can be our customers and also like to eat this tonic food. As regards to this, that is impossible to consumed too much caviar in a meal because of high calorie and nutritional value and also cannot keep it for long time, so it seems the best way for increasing the sale and covering majority of market’s people is to sale that also in multi-Grammy Pack. Packaging and export of caviar in small Pack restrain jobbery of some competitors. Export of caviar in big pack some competitors are encouraged to re-packaging of Iran’s caviar and export that with own name.

9.5 Fifth Hypothesis

**H₅**: Proper processing and high quality of caviar is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

About the fifth hypotheses, as shown in Table 1, significant level (0.0058) is less than 0.01, so with the possibility of 99%, the hypothesis is accepted. Quality is one of the most important factors in the purchase and exports of food products. Caviar production of high quality, so that the flavor, color, smell and shelf life be appropriate can make satisfy the consumers, Gain export health certificates, and increase exports. Using high quality raw materials, employing skilled personnel and appropriate processing methods can help improve the quality of the caviar production.
9.6 Sixth Hypothesis

\( H_6 \): Having good political relations with other countries is effective on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

Because significant level (0.0032) is less than 0.01, with the possibility of 99%, this hypothesis will accept (Table, 1). Having good political relations with other countries at the international level is one of the most important factor for progress and economic growth in today’s world, regarding this matter although Iran always trying to have good relation with other countries, around of the world but unfortunately still is under UN economic sanctions and many companies cannot establish trade relations with Iran, so we hope Iran’s political authorities can solve this problem and make appropriate condition for the export of this special product. Formal and informal Political agreements diplomats of Iran and collaboration with other country and international organization create Provides fertile ground for business, research and financial collaboration Iranian corporation with other country. Also being good political relations with other countries increase security investment in the Iran and cause to absorb of foreign investment.

9.7 Seventh Hypothesis

\( H_7 \): Producing farmed caviar by other country has positive effect on development of Iran’s caviar exports.

Because significant level (0.07) is not less than 0.05, with the possibility of 95%, this hypothesis will rejected (Table, 1). In the past decade, several countries have turned to producing and exporting farmed caviar, among them some countries have been able to produce cheap caviar from ordinary fishes that are not inherently Sturgeon and Increase their share in the global market. At present, cheap prices of farmed caviar, Inability of consumers to recognize the natural caviar and unfamiliarity of them with the benefits of natural caviar are challenges facing natural caviar.

10. Conclusion

Caviar is one of the major export products of Iran and has Thriving market in developed country, Preliminary analysis showed that the export of Iranian caviar in the past decade have greatly reduced, in This study was an attempt to discovered factors that can increase exports of caviar and remained hidden from the view of those involved in this industry and then examined them. The results confirmed all of the hypothesis and showed, Diversification in the packaging capacity, good political relations, processing and quality of caviar, familiarity of the Exporters with exports principles, introducing nutritive and treatment value of caviar, and foreign investment absorption will increase the export but producing farmed caviar decrease export’s volume. Base these result we can say that effort and close relation the government, producers and exporters together help to development of caviar exports. Government should facilitate export Laws, deducts as much as possible taxes, and give Donations to producers and exporters. Producer should use modern technology and methods in Fishing, farming and processing in order to increase the quality and health of products, reduce the final cost and produce according to customer’s income, need and interest. In addition, exporters should try to find new knowledge and useful method in marketing and export. In this regard, other factors such as, Poor action of region’s countries to combat smuggling and illegal fishing, construction of bridges and dams on the rivers near the spawning areas of Sturgeon and the Caspian Sea pollution are also reducing the sturgeon stocks. Cooperation of countries to remove above problems and protect the ecosystem of the Caspian Sea assists to increase Sturgeon population and fishing. Finally, producing farmed caviar from Sturgeon is a good solution for increase product of Iran’s caviar and Reduce the threat Farmed caviar exports by other countries. enough resources and good condition for produce high quality farmed caviar, Name and reputation of Iran in produce caviar, new knowledge and technology in produce of hybrid sturgeon with Low maturity are strength point that Iran has them and their use can help Iran to produce high quality caviar with cast and time less than other country and Increase Iran’s share in the global market.
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